Harary and Palmer [5] strengthened Kelly's theorem by showing that pendant vertex-equivalent trees are isomorphic, and hence proved as corollaries both Conjectures A and B for trees. In [2] the author took this one stage further and showed that peripheral vertex-equivalent trees are isomorphic. For directed graphs, Harary and Palmer [5, 6] have proved that vertex-equivalent weak tournaments of order greater than four are isomorphic, that edge-equivalent tournaments are isomorphic, and that pendant vertex-equivalent directed trees with at least three pendant vertices are isomorphic. In [7] Kelly also stated 281 that Conjecture A holds for disconnected graphs. A proof is given by Harary in [4] . We here examine this conjecture for graphs of connectivity one.
2* Separable graphs with no pendant vertices* Throughout this section G, H will be taken to be vertex-equivalent graphs of order N.
A cut-vertex of a graph is a vertex whose removal disconnects the graph. A connected graph is separable if it contains a cut-vertex. A block is a maximal connected subgraph that is not separable. A pendant vertex is a vertex joined to just one other vertex. THEOREM Note. It is clear that these definitions only have meaning for graphs containing cycles of length greater than two. Suppose G and H are vertex-equivalent graphs. We omit the case when G and H have two blocks, one of which is of order two. This seems to be very difficult to deal with, and is not amenable to the methods used here. If G has only one pendant vertex, on a limb of order greater than two, then H also has these properties and G -H. For let u be the pendant vertex of G, and suppose that there are I loops and m other edges incident with u. Then G is obtained from G -u by adding an isolated vertex with I loops, and joining it by m multiple edges to the unique pendant vertex of G -u. If vertex v of H corresponds to u, then H can be reconstructed from H -v in the same way. Now suppose that G and H have exactly two pendant vertices such that (i) each maximal subgraph of G obtained by the deletion of a pendant vertex has just one limb, of order two; (ii) there is a maximal subgraph of G containing two isolated vertices. Then, by an argument similar to that used above, we again have G = H. These cases will be excluded from the following discussion.
For the rest of this section we make the weaker assumption that G, H are pendant vertex-equivalent connected graphs. Since Harary and Palmer's theorem for trees extends quite easily to graphs with cycles of length at most two, we consider here only graphs having cycles of length greater than two. 
Proof. Suppose that ki = ^(1 <^ i < r) but that k r Φ l r , say k r < l r . Let ^i e K r . If k r > 2, the combined order of the r smallest limbs in G -u x is Σ<=i ^« ~ 1> an d the combined order of the r smallest limbs in H -v ι is at least Σί=i ϊ* -1 > Σ<=i ^ ~~ l This contradicts the fact that 0((? -wO = H -v x . Therefore k r = 2 and ί r > 2. Now there is a pendant vertex w 2 in some ^(1 ^ i ^ r) such that ^2 g L ά for all j" < r. Then G -u 2 has m -1 limbs and H -v 2 has w limbs. Therefore m = n + 1 and this implies that li > 2(1 ^ i ^ n) and that &; = 2(1 ^ ί <L n + 1). Since G and H clearly have the same order and therefore n = 1 and ^ = 3. But this is precisely the case excluded at the beginning of this section.
In the light of Lemma 2.1 we now assume that G and H have limbs {Ki)y and {LJΓ respectively, arranged so that k x Sk 2^L <^ k ny where k { is the (common) order of K { and L { ; also that if^ has root a { in T(G) and that Li has root b { in T(iϊ). The notation (U, u) = (y, v) (or a( U,u) = ( V, v)) will be used to denote that graphs U and V are isomorphic under an isomorphism (a) mapping vertex ue U onto vertex v e V.
THEOREM 2. The limbs of G and H can be arranged so that (Ki, a,) s (L^ bi)(l Hi tin).
Proof, (a) n Ξ> 2. Let ^ e K ίf u 2 e K 2 . Then G -u γ has limbs of order k γ -\,k 2 ,
, &", and hence so has H -v t . We may therefore assume that v γ e 2^. Then ^(
There are now three subcases:
We shall show that, for some r, either (2) follows. From (1)^ e I/ 2 and, by an analogous argument to the above, φ' (G -u,' z 
, possibly after some relabelling. In addition it is clear that θ(Ki, α { ) = {Li, b % ){2 <^ i <L n), and hence also, by Theorem 2, that (K 19 
In the same way one can prove:
When there are limbs of order two, one has in general (that is, except for the situation in Corollary 2.2) to deal with a problem concerning the automorphism group of the trunk. Some progress in this direction has been made by Greenwell and Hemminger [3] . However, we have one result which by-passes this difficulty. COROLLARY 2.3. G == H.
If the trunk of G is a complete subgraph then
Proof. By Theorem 2 (K iy a { ) ^ (L*, 6<)(1 ^ i ^ n). Since T{G) and T{H) are complete, this isomorphism can be extended to an isomorphism of G and H by mapping the vertices of T{G) which are not in the set {αjΓ onto distinct vertices of T(H) not in the set {6Jf.
We conclude by proposing a conjecture analogous to Conjectures A and B.
CONJECTURE C. Pendant vertex-equivalent graphs with at least k pendant vertices are isomorphic (k to be determined).
For this conjecture to be true we must obviously have k > 2. I am indebted to Dr. Peter M. Neumann for pointing out a counterexample when k -3. Figure 2 pictures the two non-isomorphic pendant vertex equivalent graphs. Dr. Neumann informs me that he has also found a counter-example when k = 4.
